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Visit the VRG website at www.vrgonline.org for changes and updates to the schedule.

2015 - 2016

TURKEY BOWL XIII, SUMMIT POINT, WEST VIRGINIA
Event Chairman: Michael Oritt, Tel: 305-420-4929 Email: Michael@vrgonline.org

FEBRUARY 27, 2016

Winter Tech Seminar. Grato Garages, 300 A Colfax Ave, Clifton, NJ 07013.
Host and Contact: Graham Long.
Email: grahamtheengineer@gmail.com Tel: 908-500-5096

MARCH 5, 2016

Pittsburgh Racers Dinner. Event Chairman: Keith Lawrence.
Email: keith@vrgonline.org Tel: 724-941-5330

APRIL 8-10, 2016

VDCA “WILD HARE RUN,” VIRGINA INTERNATIONAL RACEWAY, ALTON, VA.
Event Chairman & Race Director:Mike Jackson.
Email: vdca@vintagedrive.com Tel: 561-622-7554

MAY 11-15, 2016

JEFFERSON 500 AT SUMMIT POINT, WEST VIRGINIA.
VRG Drivers School (May 11-12), FREE Open Practice Day (Thursday May 11),
3 Full Days of Racing (May 13-15). IMSA RS/SCCA 2.5L Sedan Series, Formula Ford Feature
Race. Co-Event Chairmen: Cal Trumbo & Jim Karamanis, Tel: 304-449-7050.
Email: j500@vrgonline.org

JUNE 23-25

THIRD ANNUAL VINTAGE MOTORSPORTS FESTIVAL AT
THOMPSON SPEEDWAY MOTORSPORTS PARK, THOMPSON, CT
CO-SANCTIONED WITH THE VSCCA (please note: Thurs-Sat)
Event Chairman: Paul King, Tel: 508-847-4809 Email: paulking@charter.net

JULY 8-10, 2016

PVGP HISTORIC RACES, PITT-RACE, WAMPUM, PA.
Totally complete and finished expanded road course to 4.1 miles.Formula Ford Feature Race.
Event Chairman: Keith Lawrence, Tel: 724-941-5330. Email: keith@vrgonline.org

SEPT 16-18, 2016

NEW JERSEY HISTORIC RACES, MILLVILLE, NJ.
NJMP Lightning Circuit. Formula Ford Feature Race.
Event Chairman: Butch O’Connor. Tel: 973-295-3674. Email: bfo@spsk.com

OCTOBER 7-9, 2016

VRG @ THE GLEN, WATKINS GLEN, NY. Final Leg of the Races for
The Chris Shoemaker Cup, 1968-81 Formula Fords.
Event Chairman: Mike Lawton, Tel: 978-274-5935 Email: Lawton@vrgonline.org

NOV. 25-27, 2016

TURKEY BOWL XX @ SUMMIT POINT, WEST VIRGINIA.
Event Chairman: Michael Oritt, Tel: 305-420-4929 Email: Michael@vrgonline.org

VINTAGE RACER GROUP NEWSLETTER

WHO IS TIVVY SHENTON?

Tivvy Shenton told me he’s known around the track as a tech inspector and racer. As I met other racers and teams during the
33rd Historics at Lime Rock Park and explained to them that part of my weekend fun was interviewing Tivvy, I discovered
that this interesting man is also known as a man of integrity.
He’s worked on cars for more than a half century, starting his hands-on experience with his father. “He was self-taught, a
clever guy. I left school at 15, which was the normal school leaving age at the time, for technical college and apprenticed
at Rolls Royce for five years.”
Tivvy learned how to work metal there, staying for a year after his apprenticeship and earning the name that would become
so much a part of him that few, if any, people know there is a different name on his birth certificate.
The next stop in his career was with Alan Mann Racing.
“We built race cars and movie cars, like Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.” He has little nostalgia for the iconic vehicle because it
took time away from what he really wanted to be doing. “We hated building that car because we wanted to be working on
race cars.”
Alan Mann Racing closed in 1969 and Tivvy found similar work with Team Broadspeed, doing design work and acting as
crew chief and race shop foreman. That led to an opportunity in Canada, where he could build Can-Am and Indy cars, but
the fit wasn’t right (management problem).
After just seven months, he returned home to England and started his own business working on what he describes as,
“Serious race cars.”
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WHO IS TIVVY SHENTON?, con’t
His interest in vintage cars was equal to that of his passion
for fantasy cars that would appear in movies—nil. He was
happier working with BMWs and Fords from the UK and
Germany from 1972 to 1976.
He classified that last year as transitional. “We had to have
corporate sponsors who knew nothing about racing and it
seemed like all the drivers became prima donnas.”

of cars but their attraction is usually focused on one aspect,
such as the genius behind the engineering, the monetary
value of specific automobiles, the historic importance of
vintage and antique vehicles, or the need for speed. If Tivvy
has one area he loves more than another, you’d never guess
which by talking to him because he speaks eloquently and
is informed in all of them. If you ask him a question at the
track, be prepared to get the right answer and let him help
if he wants to get into it because he’d rather be working that
twiddling his thumbs.

At season’s end, he canceled all his contracts and closed
his business.
“I messed around in England for a year before emigrating to
the U.S. in 1978.” He settled in Northern Vermont building
rally cars, then he began his 30-year American career of
restoring and maintaining race cars and developing an
interest in vintage vehicles. In all that time, he changed
his address, now basing his operations near Virginia
International Raceway, but not his desire to produce a great
racing experience.

Just over 70 years old, Tivvy still races (a 1955 Jag) and
opens his shop at 7 every morning to work on motors,
fabricate something, setup a race car, or machine something
else; his wife rings at 6 to check in and remind him to return
home for dinner.
“I can’t even spell retirement.
“Am I passionate about cars and racing? Absolutely. I
learn every day.”

He does all the work himself. He runs his business,
transports cars, builds engines, does the metalwork
necessary, and supports his drivers.

Coming full circle, he currently working on one of the
race cars originally converted from a street car to racing
machine at Alan Mann Racing, a 1967 Ford Escort. There
are possibly only four left of the original eight built. While
Tivvy may be happiest when he’s working, I think he may
be just as thrilled to explain that this car is rear wheel drive
and part of the two generations of the Escort that were
available in Europe before the car came to America. He is
proud to own the car.

“I enjoy being a one man band,” though he admits that he
will lose sleep as his mind goes over a problem until he
can figure out the right solution. When all is well, he’s
modest and will brush aside compliments on his skills to
refocus the conversation on something he considers more
interesting, which can be cars or learning more about the
person chatting to him.
“Now, the social aspect of all this is almost as important to
me as racing. There are really great people in this sport and
I’ve made good, sincere friends.”

It was an honor to talk with this man. I get to tell friends I
met one of the people who built Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.
No matter how he felt about the car, I loved that movie
when I was little girl! More so, I’m happy to be among
the people at the track who nods knowingly when the
name Tivvy Shenton is mentioned because he sets a very
admirable tone for the way racing should be—good, clean
fun with great people.

He enjoys returning to Lime Rock Park each year to see
faces he’s missed since the last Historics. This year, he
made the 14-hour drive, this year with a race driver, his car,
and two remarkable vintage automobiles, to not only enjoy
the festivities, catch up with friends, but to volunteer his
services as tech inspector. That’s something he does for
many racing clubs at many tracks.

Linda Zukauskas
Correspondent at Large

“My primary concern is safety, eligibility less so. This is
serious business. The suspension, steering, brakes, etc.,
those are the important things to me.”
He knows cars. Most people can appreciate the many facets
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Whiskey Hill Raceway, Palmer MA 2015
GROUP 1

Porsche 911 and Tom Brown’s 1963 Spitfire. All
of these drivers running 2:01 lap times. I actually
bettered my Saturday 2:03 best time with a 1:58. We
were all learning the track together and after each
race we discussed our lines and what we were finding
was the fastest way around.

The Palmer Motorsport Track is so new and remote
that my GPS just couldn’t locate it. I finally stopped
some locals and followed their directions. When you
first drive into the facility, your first thoughts are of a
construction site.

Palmer is an exciting course that invites you to learn
the line and better your times. Reminds me a little of
Lime Rock in that each turn sets up the next quickly,
but with sharper turns, more elevation changes, and
on a longer course. Even though the tow was almost
6 hours,
I am looking forward to next years event and I hope I
don’t forget too much of the track.

We actually were very lucky to be able to enjoy the
track before it is really ready for activity. Our first
chance to drive on the track with our cars was a
unique experience. We drove around the course like
we were lost in the back woods,everyone went slow
and carefully navigated the turns and switchbacks.
The track has 14 turns and several switchbacks with
elevation changes. The surface is beautiful and wide,
40’ wide seems like a highway in our small cars.
There are a couple of bowls that still seem a mystery
when thinking of the correct way to run them. During
a race, the double switchback gets crowded as it is a
constant uphill trek to the highest point of the track.
I felt as if I was racing in an abandoned quarry as
rocks formed the background all around the course.

Chuck Pittt

GROUP 2
Wow, now that is a track! It has 14 of the most
flowing up and down corners one could imagine. I
liken it to curvaceous beautiful woman, but how do
I approach her? ( I was on the paddock, it is mostly
a rock pile, on Saturdaywhen one of the entrants
being interviewed, “how do you like Whiskey Hill,”
mentioned Chuck Pitt’s description. That prompted
my talking to him. - ed.)

Our first race was interesting and Paul Buttrose
led the way in his white Formula Vee with Gary
Hagopian’s nicely prepared MG Midget following
close behind. The rest of Group 1 was in a
pack working their way to familiarize themselves
enough to learn the rhythm of the course for its
first outing on Saturday. Mack McCormack, John
Faulkner and Nial McCabe ran close together. On
Sunday were featured group races with Groups
1 & 2 combining for some great action. Each
racer continued to gain experience and drove the
course more aggressively as he found the best
line. Take the time to look at the time sheets and
compare Saturday and Sundays lap times. Drivers
were dropping 5 seconds a lap as the racing line
of the track became more familiar. In the first race
Damon Josz led the way in his 1969 Porsche 911
with Matt Hagopian in his 1958 AH Sprite right
behind. Tom Leavy’s beautiful red MGB and John
Wood’s BMW 2002 had a tight battle as Mac, Drew
Cullen, John Faulkner followed Ted Goneos’ 1968

How late an apex does one need for a carrousel of more
than 180 degrees, after which you flick right, then left
down hill for the northeast›s own suggestion of the
Corkscrew on to the banana shaped main straight.
Catch your breath, then back into one corner after
another, each immediately needs to set you up for the
next, relentlessly - rewarding power, handling, and
finesse.   Some mentioned Mont Tremblant, one even
compared it to the hallowed ground of the Nurburgring.
...and we had track time.
Group 2 was a great mix of cars, all of which seemed
to disappear into the distance after the start. In
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Whiskey Hill Raceway, Palmer MA 2015, con’t.
were passing on running at Palmer without actually
going there. I believe that this contributed to the
poor showing of little more than 40 cars at our event.
Others will say that the sound level limit of 103db was
also a factor. Whatever the reasons, many potential
competitors missed an opportunity to experience a
track that is both unique and reminiscent of the Spa
track in Belgium, only smaller.

session 5, yes a 5th session in a day of 85 degrees
(did anyone ask how old we are?): There were several
intense races in one. At the front Damon Josz›s 911
finally bested Robert Lang›s formidable TR6, and
Mark Gunsalus›s bellowing Mustang, only to run
out of gas in the extended end of day session, with
enough momentum left for a high speed coast to his
paddock spot. But that was not all, as John Wood›s
deceptively street looking/ran like a race car 2002 tii
finally passed Gilles Nadeau’s 911 and Tom Leavy›s
‹s MGB. In other sessions Kent Bain continued his
20 year demonstration of how to make a Spitfire move
fast. The Scully & Vogel stead-fast Volvos reminded
me why V is near the end of the alphabet.   Great very
close clean racing on a track that didn›t pick favorite
cars, but in the end rewarded drivers. And apparently
no car-nage.

Before I continue with my VRG coverage, let me
outline my SCCA experience. While we also had a
lower than usual car count, 125 competitors is still a
decent turnout. I was the Safety Steward for the event,
which means that I had to document any and all ontrack incidents that involved race vehicle contact, be it
car-to-car, a tire-wall, hard barrier, etc. Despite all the
doom and gloom that some people were predicting,
the full three-day weekend (Fri. practice, Sat./Sun
racing) produced a total of TWO incident reports that
detailed single car contact with the tire barriers. One
car was able to drive back to pit lane. And if you think
that drivers were just tip-toeing around, I’ll list a few
new lap records later.

And Sunday, another 4 sessions in the sun, and she
still holds some mysteries.
Daniel V. Scully

Some potential competitors were also concerned about
the lack of track support facilities. Granted, while we
had to use Porta-Potties and there was no race fuel or
air supply at the track, these issues are being address
and will be completed shortly. Then again, how many
remember the early days at Bryer and Lime Rock
when the conditions weren’t much better. We’ve
become a spoiled bunch. The paddock area consists
of 3 levels of crushed stone with paved roads leading
down to the main pit lane level (it is reminiscent of
the photos of the moon when Neil Armstrong stepped
out of his lunar lander. –ed.) The SCCA was able to
accommodate all 125 cars, motorhomes, enclosed
trailers and a few larger multi car transporters with
few issues.

GROUP 3
VRG held its first event at the newly completed Palmer
Motorsport Park (aka: Whiskey Hill) in Palmer, MA
on the Aug. 15th/16th 2015 weekend. I’m writing this
article more than a week after the event since I had
the unique opportunity to experience Palmer from two
points of view. While I competed as a driver at the
VRG event, I was a race official when the New England
Region of the Sports Car Club of America (SCCA) ran
their first Palmer event the following weekend. The
events couldn’t have been more different.
Earlier in the summer I’d spoken to a number of
drivers who had only seen photos, in-car films and
drawings of Palmer. Perhaps releasing films of the
track before tire walls, hard barriers and safety fencing
were in place was not the best choice. Many people
were branding the track as unsafe or worse. Drivers

Palmer is very technical and features 14 corners over a
2.5 mile course that runs up 4 levels of track up to the
top of a mountain and back down again. Personally, it
took me till my 3rd time on course to remember what
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Whiskey Hill Raceway, Palmer MA 2015, con’t.

Photo by Don Denomme
corner was coming up next. It features a number of right/left, uphill/downhill corner combinations that take time
to master. My group consisted of 7 formula cars featuring the usual suspects. I was unable to run the practice
day on Friday and it came back to bite me. I finished second to Chris Cogswell in nearly every race. Chris ran
Friday practice and he said that it made all the difference during the racing. He, along with every other driver that
I spoke with, said that it was a fun, interesting track like no other they had been on.
With such a small car count, we ended up combining all the cars into two race groups on Sunday. This gave us
the opportunity to give everyone more track time than they could handle. I passed on one session on Sat. and
the final race on Sun. since I was running out of fuel. I had brought 20 gals in my trailer and was down to just a
couple of gallons by Sun afternoon. Also, with only two groups and hotter than usual weather, the 25 to 30 minute
turnaround time between races was starting to get to me. With all the corners, my neck was also getting a bit
strained. I watched the final race as Richard Morris and Rex Miscovitch had a good battle for 2nd behind Chris.
We all agreed that it was a great track and hoped that we would return.
I should also mention that the fastest lap of the VRG weekend was turned in by Chris Cogswell in his Formula
Ford at 1:49.7. As a comparison, and remembering that were talking about cars on race slicks, the fastest SCCA
FF time was 1:41.2, while the fastest FV time was 1:48.8. I should note that the new out-right lap record was set
by a sports racer that looked liked like a smaller version of an Audi LeMans prototype who laid down a 1:32.9.
Now that’s moving.
Don Denomme
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Calvin returns to Massachusetts
I first met ‘Calvin’ while growing up in Massachusetts - although I didn’t know he had a name then. It
was 1971 and I was a 17 year old high school kid with his driver’s license but no wheels of his own.
Then my Dad had a suggestion. My Grandmother had left me some money in her will but that was
earmarked for college expenses. But Dad thought it would be OK if I left the inheritance in the bank
and withdrew only the interest it had earned. Now I had some cash to buy a car!
I answered an ad in the newspaper for a 1961 MGA. It was a cold winter day and I needed a scraper
for the inside of the windshield but it started and stopped (sort of). The asking price was $250. The
seller accepted my offer of $235 and I had my first car. And still do.
Fast forward to August 15 & 16, 2015. I took the MGA (now known as Calvin) from North Carolina
back to Massachusetts for VRG’s
event at the new race track in
Palmer. And an interesting track it is!
I heard it described as a hill climb
one drives over & over again with a
straight that isn’t straight. The
constant left/right/left/right with many
180 degree turns requires one’s neck
to swivel quickly searching for the
elusive late apexes (apexi?). Until
one learns the sequence of turns you
are often racking your memory trying
to remember if the next corner is a
fast one or slow one (and cursing out loud when you get them mixed up!).
Calvin ran fine the entire weekend. The only mechanical issue was a failed starter motor. And, no, it
was not the original Lucas unit that failed but a ‘modern’ gear reduction starter. My crew & I
contemplated swapping in a used starter loaned to me by fellow racer Nial McCabe but instead
decided to relax, have a beer, and rely on the “Armstrong” starter for the final day’s runs.
We were first out on Sunday morning. The day had dawned with thick fog but shortly after the 8am
driver’s meeting it was clearing and we assembled on the grid. However, after a lap or two I glanced
to my right while climbing the steep hill of turn 5 and saw more thick fog blowing in over the valley.
Before that lap was complete the black flag was shown and we all motored back to the paddock. After
a short wait the fog finally burned off for good and racing resumed.

It was a hot August weekend in Massachusetts but the cool shirt
and homemade cooling unit I brought made a big difference in
comfort. Details of the cooling unit’s construction are on the
VRG’s Online Forum.

Eric Russell
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New Jersey Historics
GROUP 1
Lee Walsh (Turner #64), Jim Bok (Lotus 7 #165), Dave
Smith (Bug-Eye #53) and Nial McCabe (Spridget #909).
At times, it was a real brawl with 3 cars abreast entering
some turns. Jim Bok’s Lotus 7 had a bit more straight line
speed, but some spirited braking and driving in the turns by
his challengers, kept it interesting.

When I received a message on my cell phone from Bill
Hollingsworth to call him my mind immediately wondered
why he would be calling me. During the few years that
I have been a member and regular competitor with
VRG, I don’t think Bill and I had more than a handful of
conversations. Why on earth did he want to speak with
me? Was there an issue with my driving? Had my check
for the NJMSP event bounced? Had there been a complaint
about the compliance of my car?

Jeff Graham ( Bug-Eye #948), Ron Polimeni ( Volvo
PV544 #98) and Tom Knorr (Spridget #82) had great races
each session . . . probably having more fun than anyone.
These three competitors deserve to be recognized for their
carrying on the spirit of vintage racing in accordance with
VRG’s philosophy of safety and courtesy.

When I finally reached him, I was relieved that none of
the aforementioned items were of concern and that he was
looking of volunteers to write articles for the upcoming
VRG Newsletter. So here I am, attempting to write a brief
article about the Small Bore Group at NJMP this year. I
retrospect, I wish I had been able to pay more attention
to what was going on during the races, but as one might
surmise, I was quite busy myself. So here goes!

Rick Londono (Spitfire) was hoping for his 1st non-school
sessions at NJMSP. Unfortunately he was a DNS due
to water contamination in his fuel. We wish him luck
correcting the problem and hope to see him at the VRG
Turkey Bowl in November.

Except for some dense fog early in the morning on Saturday,
the weather was ideal for racing. The Small Bore Group
was the first to be on the track each day. The entry list
sported 23 cars with a variety of marques: Minis, FrogEyes, square-body Sprites & Midgets, MGAs, Turners,
Spitfires, Lotus 7, Volvo PV544 and one big 100-4 Healey.

Eric Logan (Formcar FV #140) enjoyed the weekend racing
with his friend and fellow competitor, Rob BrownleeTomasso (MGA #275). Eric and Rob are good friends and
paddocked next to each other in the infield.
Mike Stein,(Healey 100-4 #182), who considers NJMP
his favorite circuit, and credits VRG with saving his life
by requiring a cardiac stress test, achieved a personal best
during the Small Bore races. His “Big Healey” which is
probably the largest displacement and oldest sports car in
the group, was a pleasure to watch on the Lightning Circuit.

As will happen in almost any race, mini-races will break out
within the entire group with two, three or even fours cars/
drivers battling for positions other than podium finishes
and the Small Bore group was no exception. This is the
real “Fun-Factor in VRG’s program.
During Friday’s race, the battle for the lead was between
Mack McCormack (Mini # 109) and Pete Carrol (Spridget
# 55) with Pete eventually coming out on top. During
races 2 and 3, Steve Hirschtritt (Spridget # 61) and Pete
Carroll had a great time stealing the lead position from
each other with Pete being the eventual winner of race
#2. Unfortunately, Steve and Pete had a minor paint swap
that put both of them out of the 3rd and final Small Bore
race allowing Mack and Chuck Darrow (Spitfire #51) to
finish 1st and 2nd in the 3rd and final Small Bore race of the
weekend.

Attrition took its toll throughout the weekend whittling the
fields to only 17 finishers in the 3rd and final Small Bore race.
It’s all part of racing as Lady Luck is a fickle. Regardless,
it was 3 days of spirited, gentlemanly competition with
a minimum number of mechanical failures, off-track
excursions and trading of paint.

Spirited back and forth racing took place a few spaces back
from the leaders all 3 days by John Faulkner ( MGA # 228),

Dave Smith

Now on to the finale of VRG’s 2015 schedule of events, the
famous (some wives left at home after Thanksgiving might
think of it as infamous – ed.) TURKEY BOWL at Summit
Point Motorsports Park, November 27, 28 and 29.
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New Jersey Historics,
con’t

No Really
What I’ve been told as the
Black Flag Steward!

GROUP 4

2015 was an interesting year as I took on a new to me
role, I spent 3 vintage events as a Black Flag Steward
in pit lane.

The Big Bore Group once again put on a fine show
recently at New Jersey Motorsports Park’s Lightning
Circuit on September 18th-20th. Led by Lou Casazza
in his McKee and Shawn Dewey driving Donnie
Maull’s Shelby GT-350, they both traded wins during
the two races held on Friday and Saturday. This set
up the big show down on Sunday – which did not
disappoint any race enthusiast. Lou turned a 1:13 on
his last lap to pull out the win on the final race on
Sunday.

It was a great experience and I got to talk to a lot of
drivers and crew. I was amazed at how creative they
are on a whole, as well as, how really poorly “the
other guy” drives during these events. It seems that
“the other guy” went wide or tucked in, slowed down
or sped up, changed his line or held his line, and came
upon me too fast. The clubs need to have some driver
education with “the other guy” or have the Driver’s
Committee talk to them.

Steve Byrne with his 240Z, Richard Depetro in his ‘72
Corvette, and me in my Ex-Bill Clawson Mustang,
were in our own competition. We raced hard and had
a great time challenging each other to round out the
top five in the Group.

I watched the great camaraderie in the paddock as
drivers, crew and shop owners came together to get
a competitor back on track so they good beat them
during the race not in the paddock.

The racing was intense mid pack which gave all
spectators a show they truly could enjoy. There was
Robert Ball’s BMW, Robert Benson’s Barracuda,
Joe Hoover’s 914, Thomas Knorr’s MG Midget,
Ed Wolff’s Mustang, Jim Karamanis’ Pinto, Dave
Edsinger’s Yenko Stinger, Michael Spraggins’ 914,
Mike Kincaid’s Mustang and Nick Giampetro’s
Shelby GT-350 – giving it their all and enjoying the
true spirit of vintage racing.

However, the clubs need to start policing the crews
as some may be trying to cause their drivers to lose!
These crew members, at least as told to me by the
drivers, either have under or over inflated tires, too
much or too little brake bias, sway bars too loose or
tight, and too much or little fuel. Never mind that the
number was changed on the side of the car.
The track management was not to be held harmless as
they swept or didn’t, left a hole, filled a hole, or did
not clean up a spill left because a crew member did not
tighten a nut, hose or bolt.

The weekend was a true success for all Big Bore
competitors and we all look forward to returning again
next year. Thanks to Butch O’Connor and VRG for
another great event.

Some workers had a bad year since the did or didn’t
wave the flag quick enough, held it in the sun or shade,
had the wrong color clothing on, and pointed to the
wrong car.

Tony Conover

In the end, we all get to sit around and bench race
about the good times we had.
Don’t be “the other guy”
Steve Hyatt
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ELVA REUNION 60TH ANNIVERSARY
Inasmuch as 2015 was the 60th anniversary of Elva it was the “Featured Marque” for the weekend and a substantial contingent
of Elva devotees were in attendance.
13 Elva racers from various places across the USA were in attendance:
Paul Adams from Crested Butte,CO with a 1956 MK II sports racer
Joe Bojalad from Sewickley, PA with a 1960 MK VI sports racer
Fred Burke from Atlanta, GA with a 1957 MK II sports racer
Roger Cassin from Brookline, MA with a 1964 MK 7S sports racer
Bob Engberg from Julian, CA with a 1957 MK II sports racer
Drew Cullen from Newcomb, NY with a 1958 Courier
Hank Giffin from Norfolk, VA with a 1959 Courier
Bob Lembcke from Pensacola, FL with a 1961 Courier
Chuck Pitt from Furlong, PA with a 1964 MK 7S
Tucker Madawich from Bloomington, IN with a 1959 Courier
Kevin Michael from Pennsylvania Furnace, PA with a 1960 Courier
Michael Oritt from Lusby, MD with a 1959 MK IV sports racer
Paul Wilson from Fairfield, VA with a 1957 MK II sportsracer
On Friday afternoon an all-Elva race was held, predictably dominated by the later mid-engined MK 7S’s. Roger Cassin
nudged out Chuck Pitt for the checker and Paul Adams finished a very respectable third.
A number of Elva owners drove their streetcars—all Couriers--to the event and there were several international guests
including Roger Dunbar from the UK, who is the keeper of the Elva.com website and a couple from Japan whose names are
unfortunately unknown.
Friday night a reception was held at the Finish Line Pub on the grounds of the track with 50 or so Elva enthusiasts, including
owners and former owners present.
Following food and drink a short filmstrip shot in 1958 of Elva factory racer Millard “Rip” Ripley was shown (Rip now lives
in Florida and had hoped to attend but health issues prevented his coming.)
Afterwards two trophies were presented: The first was the Mark Donahue Cup, donated by VRG which went to Roger
Dunbar in recognition of all that he has done to support the marque. The second was presented by Mr. Dunbar—he brought
with him from UK-–to Bob Engberg to recognize his herculean effort of trailering his car across the country behind a
Volkswagen Microbus and attending two other races on the way.
Michael Oritt
Hello Butch & Michael
I may be repeating myself, but a sincere thank you to all at the
VRG for the perfect meeting which included the ELVA gathering
... everyone seemed more than pleased and there has been
a mass of emails ever since. The wonderful Mark Donohue
Cup was a HUGE surprise, much appreciated and has made it
safely back to the UK and has pride of place.
There are many photo’s to go through and I will place the best
on the ELVA website very soon, but meanwhile here is one for
the VRG Clubhouse dartboard!
With very best wishes to everyone involved at VRG, and please
keep in touch.
Rog (ELVA Cars UK)
E: roger@elva.com
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FIFTH LEG OF THE VRG RACE SERIES FOR 1968-1981 FORMULA
FORDS - THE CHRIS SHOEMAKER CUP
Formula Ford racing is exciting.
Vintage Formula Ford racing hosted by the Vintage Racer Group is VERY exciting.
The FF open-wheel race car does not have a wing to create aerodynamic down force or large sticky tires for
traction, but it has succeeded in creating many unforgettable racing finishes since being introduced in the late
1960’s.
Likewise, the 2015 VRG Race Series for the 1968-1981 Formula Fords awarded no prize money to attract
competitors or trophies to feed egos, yet it attracted 51 drivers and produced outstanding competition and photofinishes at five different racing venues during the 2015 run for the Chris Shoemaker Cup.
The fifth and final stop for the FF competitors was on the Lightning Circuit at New Jersey Motorsports Park
during the weekend of September 18-20, 2015. The Formula Ford count was 14 entries, which wasn’t bad,
considering a big event was scheduled the following weekend at the VIR Gold Cup. It should be noted that there
was no shortage of excitement, as the photo-finishes and wheel to wheel racing that have become “typical” with
this series were still produced during the weekend in New Jersey.
During the winter of 2013-14, Christopher Shoemaker put together a 2014 series that would run under the VRG
sanction at a number of events to celebrate the 45th anniversary of the beloved Formula Ford racing car. The
racing machine that transformed the racing world by becoming the racing “trainer” of choice; and became the
“proving ground” of many professional series champions. The inaugural season of “The VRG/Royale Formula
Ford Challenge” was a success and that Championship was won by James Van-Deurzen of Erie. PA.
The Group Six featured event at NJMP for the Formula Ford Series was run on Friday afternoon held under
sunny skies and mild temperatures. Leading the field was pole sitter, Kyle Kaulback in his 1970 Lotus Type
61MX and joining him on the front row was Joe Griffin in his 1981 Crossle 45F. Leading at the end of lap one
would be Griffin, followed closely Kaulback and the 1971 Lotus 69 of Christian Morici in third spot. Eventually
Morici would pass both Kaulback and Griffin to lead for a few laps but Griffin would not be denied. Graham
Long and Tyler Pappas battled early, with Pappas finishing 4th. Daniel Finocchiaro took the 5th spot after racing
early on in a five car pack that included Greg Kokolus, Andrew Stein, Denny Austin, and Adolf Battifarano. Bill
Hollingsworth, Chris Cogswell and Tomas R. LaCosta contested for position during the early laps. After 14 laps,
the checkered flag fell on the Shoemaker Cup for Formula Fords. The final 2015 event winner would be Joe
Griffin of Doylestown, PA. Finishing runner-up in a very close finish was Morici of Clifton, NJ and taking the
third spot was the pole sitter, Kaulback of Bethel, PA.
The Formula Fords raced as part of Group 2 Formula /Sports Racers and the top finisher during the weekend was
Steve Durst of Medford NJ in his Mazda CSR. The top Formula Ford finishers during the Group 2 races included
Leon Hodges-Austin who turned the fastest FF lap of 1:13.685 during Race 1 on Friday afternoon. Earl Roberts
in his beautiful blue 1972 GRD Formula 3, ran with the FF/SR Group 2 and finished second in Race 2 behind
Durst on Saturday morning, ahead of Joe Griffin who led the FF racers. Race Three on Sunday may have been the
best race of the weekend, as the trio of Kaulback, Morici and Griffin put on a wonderful display of racing talent
and respect for the entire 12 laps. Trading the top three positions throughout the race without incident, the racers
topped it off with a photo finish. Griffin would take the win over Morici and Kaulback, who seemed to finish in
a dead heat! The scoring indicated that it was Kaulback who finished 2nd and Morici in the 3rd spot. Kudos to
these talented racers on an excellent display of driving at NJMP!
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
It is Sunday, October 25, the U.S. Grand Prix is about to be aired on
NBC. I awoke this morning at 3:46 AM and among other things had
the Kingston Trio song, “It’s Rioting in Africa’s” lyrics run through
my subconscious: “Texas needs rain” is part of them. When I arrived
at college in September, 1958, the Kingston Trio recording was
blasted throughout the quad of dorms in Claremont, California. Well,
Texas got some rain yesterday. A friend and member of VRG who
has a McLaren F1 he had planned to race in the Historic F1 gathering
at COTA yesterday left the car in the trailer for the weekend. F1
qualifying was delayed until this morning, on a wet track.

The VRG tradition of good times, fun, and fellowship
doesn’t end when the engines goes silent. Friday
evening, a reception for the FF competitors was
hosted by and held in the Graham Long paddock area.
The competitors gathered with friends and family to
enjoy some after race beer and fine wine. Last year’s
Royale Challenge series champion, James “Van” Van
Deurzen and his lovely wife, Rosanne, provided trays
of meats and cheeses. Competitors were awarded
with some complimentary bottles of champagne by
the great series ambassador, Bill Hollingsworth. It
was time to reveal the winner of the “Shoemaker Cup”
to the 2015 Champion of the VRG Race Series for
1968-1981 Formula Fords. The well-deserved honor
went to Joe Griffin of Doylestown, PA. Presenting
the Cup to the series champion, was none other than
Christopher Shoemaker, owner of Royale Racing
LLC America for whom the cup is named, and for
his dedication to, and efforts for, getting the series
established. Joining Chris with the presentation was
last year’s series champion, “Van” Van Deurzen who
made a few remarks about his reign as champion of the
VRG Series (You are referred to earlier newsletters for
“Van’s” remarks. – ed.)

VRG 2015 is almost in the books. We have had a pretty good year.
It opened at VIR at the VSDA meeting with the best entry they have
ever had there. The road show moved north to the J500 to the best
entry we have ever had there. There was a significant drop in the
entry at Thompson, both from the VSCCA and us – the BOD is
listening. The show resumed moving west in July to the PVGP at
Pitt-Race with the inaugural race at the expanded track to 4.1 miles,
to the largest entry (200+) ever for that meeting. In late July the
VSCCA had its initial meeting at Whiskey Hill (40 entries). In early
August VRG had its initial meeting at Whiskey Hill (40 entries).
Most everyone who raced on the circuit liked it and would return if
there were to be another. VSCCA and VRG are conversing. The
road show splintered in early September, some going to Lime Rock
(and no SVRA Watkins Glen), but most waiting for the New Jersey
Historics. It was very successful and would have been more so if it
were not for the Gold Cup being the following weekend at VIR –
where it rained. It affected the Elva Reunion and it affected the Chris
Shoemaker Cup for Formula Fords, and other groups. And…here
comes the Turkey Bowl!
One of the positive comments we continue to receive is VRG’s
adherence to its rules and its strict Drivers Committee. That is
reflected on and off the track. This pastime is “just for fun.” We
appreciate that most of your on track behavior reflects that. While we
do not consider VRG to be unique, it may be that it is. No trophies
– no points could be a motto. The Drivers Committee at Lightning
could have (almost) stayed home. No one wants to have to encounter
that “dreaded Mark Palmer.”

The season began in April at The Wild Hare Run at
VIR with photo finishes. The competition continued
the battle at the well-attended Jefferson 500 meeting
at Summit Point. The third leg of the FF Series moved
on to inaugural event at the newly expanded PittRace during the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix. The
fourth leg of the VRG FF Series took part at Lime
Rock Historic Festival was grouped with the Formula
Juniors. The series concluded with another weekend
of photo-finishes, under the blue skies at New Jersey
Motorsports Park, the site of America’s first Army
Airfield in Millville NJ.
If the report card of a successful racing series is
graded on good times, great racing, exciting finishes
and excellent sportsmanship by a group of talented
vintage racers in wonderfully prepared cars....this one
deserves an A +.

For 2016 you see that there is a set calendar. It is not so set as to not
be revised, just set enough to print. Watkins Glen is back after a full
course rebuilding, from the base to the paving. The cost of renting
the track is 30% higher. We book the track because, in surveys, it
continues to be VRG’s favorite racetrack. This year put it first on
your calendar. If you do not show that will be the end of VRG @
The Glen. When I tell you that these dates are impossible to secure,
trust me.
There are many responsible for the season’s entertainment. The Event
Chairmen have enormous responsibility and autonomy; and a race
meeting does not happen with out them. Mike Jackson (VDCA), Cal
Trumbo & Jim Karamanis, Paul King & Paul Bova, Keith Lawrence,
Mike Lawton, Butch O’Connor, and Michael Oritt (the EC’s) – and
Steve Hyatt (Chief Steward). There are a host of other volunteers
that make VRG continue to “move on down the road.” These guys,
however, made it possible in 2015, and will make it possible in 2016.
Best wishes.

Let’s do it again next year.
Bill Stoler

Bill Hollingsworth
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events within an eight hour tow, the cost is less
than other competing events/clubs, we typically
get 15-30 Formula Fords at each event, the
camaraderie has been terrific and the racing has
been competitive and clean. What more could
anyone ask for?

Let me start by thanking everyone who decided
I was worthy of this honor. I am not exactly sure
who is included on that list but thank you all. I
was quite surprised by the announcement and
thought there must surely be someone more
worthy than me. It was interesting that there were
only two people who attended four of the five
events that made up this years Royale Formula
Ford Challenge, myself, and Bill Hollingsworth.
With a total of 51 Formula Ford drivers attending
five events I thought there would have been a
few more than that.

2015 has been a fantastic year of racing for me. I
was only able to make four of the five events that
made up the Royale Formula Ford Challenge but
they were all terrific!
I started the year at VIR in April. I had never raced
there before. What an incredible track! It has now
become one of my favorites after Watkins Glen.
I would like to thank Dave and Scott Fairchild for
helping me learn the track. The lefthander at the
top of the hill proved very difficult with its blind
apex. I got it wrong more than once but kept it
on track. About half way through the weekend,
Dave came up to me and said that he was done
giving me any more advice because I was now
keeping up with him at his home track. I could
not ask for a nicer compliment!

I would also like to thank my wife Jane and my
daughter Taylor for supporting me with my racing
passion. They don’t get to the track these days
because their schedules don’t allow it but they
are there in spirit. They are very understanding
when I go off racing for the weekend or I spend
too much time working in the garage to get the
car ready.
Some other people who have been helpful to me
this year and deserve mention are Holger Ahl
who had been a good friend and provides me
with great advice, Graham Long who has bailed
me out with spare parts and my younger brother
Brian who made it to two races. It was great to
have him join us. Lastly, I would also like to thank
all of you, my fellow drivers, who made this year
so much fun!

During the final race, Scott and Doug Meis went
off and had their own race for first and second.
Dave and I had a battle for third and fourth the
entire race. No matter how many times I got
around him, he would pass me going into the
lefthander at the bottom of the hill. My minds eye
kept telling me that you can’t possibly go that fast
entering that corner but Dave did it every time.
On the last lap, I was fortunate to stay close and
draft past Dave for third. Priceless! I can’t wait
to do it again next year!

It has been three years now since I joined the
VRG and started racing a Formula Ford again. I
spent eleven years racing a Formula Ford before
moving up to Formula Atlantic, Formula Two and
Formula Super Vee. The faster cars are awesome
to drive, but I started to become disillusioned with
the club, the quality of the racing and the costs.

Next up was Summit Point with a huge turnout of
Formula Fords. Cal Trumbo and Jim Karamanis
did a super job running the event all weekend.
Some of the usual suspects were very fast
including Christian Morici, David and Scott
Fairchild and Doug Meis to name a few. Bob
Bruce told me how he was going to be slow this

The VRG on the other hand, has proven to
be a great group to race with. Thank you for
creating such a great sandbox to play in. This
organization is well run, there are plenty of
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Yearly Open Meeting / VRG / Sept 19 - 2015 @ NJMP
Mack McCormack opens meeting. Explains that there
is lots to cover.

Q2 PVGP is #1 with Zippo a close second (for nonVRG events)

Mack reminds group that all members are invited to
this yearly meeting.

Q3 Dominion is #1 with Watkins Glen as #2. Mack
and Jim Karamanis explain circumstance about
Dominion (the owner of Dominion approached VRG
for vintage festival). Mack also explained the current
circumstance (as we know it) regarding Central NY
track and Tamworth. There was some question about
the Watkins Glen date
particularly
about
perceived
weather
at that time of year.
Bill
Hollingsworth
commented
that
we have the only
available
Watkins
Glen date and if we
drop it we will never
get another date at that
track (and it was noted
by Mark Palmer in
an e-mail later to the
board that the 2016
Watkins Glen date is
actually earlier and
thus better, in terms of
weather).

Intro of Jim Karamanis, Cal Trumbo., Nial McCabe.,
Butch O’Conner, Ian Wisbon., Not present - Paul
Bova, Ed Valpey and Steve
Mack explain
VRG
term
limits of 3
years times 3
with officers
at 5 years.
He notes that
Mike Lawton
is secretary
as a result
of
recent
election and
Ian Wisbon
is our new IT
Chair (a new
position
at
VRG).
J o h n
Faulkner provide at membership chair report-VRG
currently has 616 members. We had 587 last year
so this is a very good renewal for 2015 with 86 %
renewal. Overall, membership is strong.

Q5-Many racers prefer neither Whiskey Hill/Palmer
not Thompson. Lee Walsh spoke about progress at
Palmer and is optimistic that facilities will be much
better in 2016.
Tom Leavey said his experience at Whiskey Hill
was great in terms of the track and it looks like the
amenities are coming along (i.e.-one building is built
but not available for use due to paperwork issue).

Cal Trumbo- Treasurer report- VRG currently has
strong cash reserve with goal of break even at end of
each year. VRG is not trying to grow cash reserve too
much....just keep a nice, solid amount as we have now.
We are in good financial condition.
Mack explains reason for recent survey and feedback.
Ian explains chart orientation on projection screen.
VRG sent out 1100 surveys- 500 were opened and 256
responded.

A member of the group asked about all the Jersey
barriers at Whiskey Hill but Mark Palmer said many
track such as Watkins Glen have heavy Armco. Tom
Leavey noted that if you are driving properly, you do
not even “see” the Jersey barriers and that the track is
actually quite wide.

Q1 reveals that Jefferson is #1 choice for members.
Pitt-Race is #2 and Watkins Glen is #3. Thompson is
the least favorite

An informal vote of racers who had already driver
Whiskey Hill was taken. Most would return. And most
would be willing to run in August.
A similar informal (hand raise) vote was taken about
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year because he’s getting old and had not raced
much. Yeah right, he put the car at the top of the
Formula Ford time sheet during the next session.

Juniors blew up an engine directly in front of me
and I saw little pieces of engine bouncing down
the track. That convinced me to slow down!

We had torrential rain after the Formula Ford
race on Saturday and some of the group decided
to pack it up early and not race on Sunday. This
gave me an opportunity to race with Doug Meis,
who was fast all weekend, and Leon Austin,
who is a very capable young driver. I think Leon
wanted the win a little more than Doug or I. While
leading and directly in front of me, he had the
best tank slapper I ever saw going down the
shoot into the lefthander. I am not sure if it was
luck or skill that kept it on track but he finished a
well-deserved first.

The last race of the year for me was NJMP. Butch
O’Connor did a great job running the event. I love
that we share the race weekend with the vintage
motorcycles. It’s great to wander around the
paddock and look at the cool bikes. The racing
was great also. Christian Morici, Kyle Kaulback,
and I drove nose to tail all weekend. Sunday’s
race was the best because we crossed the finish
line within .006 seconds of each other after a
race long battle. Finishing first with only a couple
of feet separating the three of us at the line was
both exciting and rewarding.

I missed Pitt race due to a family vacation. I
understand I missed a fantastic event with the
new track configuration. I plan to make next
year’s event.

Being awarded the Shoemaker cup has given
me reason to pause and think about the past few
years of racing and what makes this so much
fun. For me, there are two important parts, the
racing and the social aspect. The first part for
me is pushing myself to be the fastest I can be
within my limits and having some good clean
racing against other drivers. The second part is
spending time with people who share the same
passion for racing that I do.

I went to the Lime Rock Vintage Festival this year
after not going for a few years. The Formula
Fords were back racing with the Formula Juniors
again this year. I am not sure either group was
entirely happy with that plan but I thought it was a
great event. Unfortunately we had some carnage
at the front of the grid early in the weekend but
David Porter and Glenn Taylor both got their cars
fixed for the race.

I have been very fortunate to have made many
new friends since joining the VRG. People like
Christian Morici, Tom LaCosta, Bill Hollingsworth,
Chris Shoemaker and Jim “Van” Deurzen to
name only a few makes coming to these events
so enjoyable. The VRG is a fantastic organization
that promotes both the racing and the social
aspects so well. I look forward to racing in the
Royale Formula Ford Challenge and seeing you
all again next year.

It was a little bit of a difficult weekend for me
because I was chasing a poor handling car. It
turned out that my tires were toast. I put on some
new Avons and found two seconds a lap! Glenn
Taylor was fast as usual. Another new young
driver to our group, Tyler Pappas was also very
fast. He pushed Glenn the whole weekend and
finished second to Glenn in the race. I battled
with David Porter and Mike Rand during the race.
I finished fourth to David. I was trying for a draft
past him at the finish but one of the Formula

Joe Griffin
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Thompson. Most who had run Thompson did not seem
to want to run it again.

like that rather than points or overall wins.
Jim Karamanis said the focus of VRG should remain
on fun with no championship points or winning
awards.

Mark Palmer explained the poor method of sound
(dB) measuring at Whiskey Hill and the need for more
consistent protocol in testing sound. He feels it will
get better next year.

Joe (last name?) commented that one of the problems
with the FF group is that tires and other components
have “split” the group. He said that FF needed to agree
on one tire with simple shocks and a cast iron cylinder
head.

The top answer to everyone’s favorite track that VRG
does NOT run was Lime Rock
Q8 - Summit Point was favorite track of most VRG
racers. Then VIR followed by Pitt Race

Cal Trumbo commented that the FF group needs to
figure this out and present the results to VRG. He said
that VRG would very likely adopt such an initiative
but did not really want to dictate rules to the FF group.

Q9 - Mark Palmer discussed location of most VRG
members- About 40% live Mid-Atlantic (NJ, PA,
etc.) region with 20% in New England and 20% in the
Mid-South region.
Bernard Bradpiece made a statement
about his Formula Ford initiative. He
thinks his idea would sustain and grow
the FF ranks and pointed to the success
of FF in the UK. Part of his initial idea
was a “championship” with points but
he had gotten recent feedback that
was opposed to any VRG races that
involving winning or points (because
the basic doctrine of VRG is against
this sort of idea). Bernard asked if there
were any other ideas that could grow
FF?
Tomas LaCosta suggested that FF
groups organize like the unified VS2
group and “buy” time from VRG (or
make an arrangement similar to the
vintage motorcycles at NJMP).

Mack asked what the group felt about VRG’s
reputation right now?

Cal Trumbo said that he was in favor of “growing” the
club but it needs to be the right “type” of racer with the
proper attitude. He said he wanted to race with people
he could trust and did not want to sacrifice the good
attitude VRG racers currently have just for growth.

Lee Walsh said some racers have a preference for
VARAC since it emphasizes a more competitive
approach but most racers still respect VRG’s approach
to racing. He said VRG has a “nice reputation”
amongst racers.

Ralph Steinberg commented that many VRG racers
weren’t really interested in points but that many racers
who ran at the Schenley event coveted the Worker’s
Award. Ralph said VRG should promote something

Tomas LaCosta said that that he runs 12 events per
year and he is really impressed by CSRG on the west
coast.
Tracey Hyatt pointed out that she and Steve attend a
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lot of events; probably more than most people. She
felt that in her view, VRG did the best overall job at
running events.

Tom Leavey said that while the PITT-Race event had
problems, the track owners were great and that they
truly want a successful VRG event at PITT-Race.

Graham Long mentioned that cars run at west coast
events are more “correct” and that some of his
customers value this correctness.

Tomas LaCosta commented that SVRA and Tony
Parella are spoiling themselves to the benefit of VRG
Steve Hyatt asked if we can do anything better?

A comment was made by someone that VRG may
be more likely to send people home if their cars
are considered unsafe. While this is a good thing, a
minority may view it negatively.

Lee Walsh responded that certain “special” races at
the Jefferson 500, such as the MG-only race, excluded
some cars (such as his Turner). Butch O’Connor
explained that these one-marque races can “add” to
the event, such as the Elva races at NJMP this year.

Mark Palmer explained his view of VRG based on
attending many meetings at the VMC. He said VRG
is rare because it is new and successful. He said that
VRG is considered in the “top 5” vintage groups but
is also the “new guy”, which is unusual.

Jim Karaminis explained that VRG was bound to have
certain events at the Jefferson 500 such as the enduro
(which excluded open wheel cars) because it is part of
the legacy and contract with the track.

Mark said that VRG generally runs about 8 events
per year on all different circuits. Many groups run all
their events on only one or two tracks and that VRG is
amazing by comparison.

Cal Trumbo said he understood Lee’s concern and
thanked him for his input. Cal said the VRG board
would work on this.

Mark also said that VRG has exceeded the founder’s
hopes because it has lots of “new blood” and there
are currently no founders on the VRG board (even
though VRG is a fairly “young” organization). Mark
reviewed the system of rotating term limits for officers
and directors on the VRG board.

Roger Cassin said he liked the SVRA driver’s
orientation program run by Peter Krause and that it
could be a good model for VRG.
Tomas LaCosta suggested that VRG consider midweek events.

Mack asked for any closing statements.
Submitted;

Marl Palmer commented on the negative views
concerning PITT-Race this year. He
explained that VRG had no control over the
schedule and various decisions that were
made (resulting in a lot of wasted time).
A lot of poor decisions were made in the
control tower without input from VRG.
Mark said that VRG was working to take
more control over that event.
Rick Presbrey said he appreciated VRG and
its good attitude towards racing. He said
his family has three precious/cherished cars
and that VRG is the only club he will run
them in.
John Wood said he appreciates VRG’s safe,
clean racing that promotes fun.
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GIRLS RACING WITH THE GUYS
The Race of Gentlemen, The best race on earth, is what
they call it! Well for me it was my first race ever!

his 31 Ford A Roadster, I knew him because his car went
through our shop, Traditional Speed and Custom, LLC.
I’m proud to say I beat him, but not until he and a few
other gentlemen helped push start my roadster in order to
line up. Thanks guys! I couldn’t help but wonder why I
was always seeking people out to race them, no one was
asking me. I couldn’t help but wonder if it was because I
was a girl. Not at all! I realized and was reminded by Eli
it was a matter of car selection for racing, not the person
driving! There were many different classes running that
day. Naturally someone with a 4 banger might not want
to race me, who was running a flathead V8. Plus as the
builder of my car, he was receiving a lot of questions
directly where people knew him.

My passion for hot rods began 17 years ago because of
my husband, Eli English. He picked me up for a blind date
in his 1955 ford. I have been driving his cars for years,
as our family’s interest has grown. I never imagined
having my own car, until my husband surprised me 7
years ago with my very own 29 Roadster. Naturally if
you know Eli, it was a barn find body and frame that
was last registered in 1942. I have been cheering Eli on
for the last 2 races we have attended. You can imagine
my response, when Mel Stultz asked me what I thought
about them opening racing up to women this year. It was
time for the ladies to hit the sand and I did just that!
There was no better time than this summer to get this
build underway. We did it as a family in just 100 days.

As the weekend went on I was definitely hooked. I was no
longer fearful of staling at the line or hitting the famous
TROG flag girl. The more races I ran the more familiar I
became with
my car and
the sand. I
continued to
race against
as
many
people as I
could male
and female.
It felt pretty
good to beat
Tony, AKA
Flash
of
The Alterboy’s Car Club, in his 28 Roadster pick-up.
I had a grudge match with the world’s fastest woman,
Jessi Combs, and finished the weekend out with a race
record of 6 wins out of 10 races for the weekend. I had
a chance to meet and make so many new friendships at
TROG. This race has left me with an ultimate feeling of
accomplishment and I was so thankful to have had my
husband and our two boys there to share it with. I look
forward to seeing many more female entries in the years
to come and I am honored to have been a part of a group
that has made history this year. (she is our kind of girl,
mother, wife and education professional, and we very
much appreciate her willing to write this piece for the
Newsletter. – ed.)

I was one of the first 6 women racing on the beach with
106 male drivers. I also was the only female who had
never raced before or doesn’t hold any records, but I
didn’t let that hold me back.
The first day I entered the beach, I definitely had a
greater feeling of excitement then past years, being the
driver of my own car. As I entered the tunnel, spectators
and photographers looked down to get a glimpse of
what they would soon see racing on the beach. Once I
made my way down, I parked and waited for the racers
meeting in order to line up and begin racing. I hardly
knew any of the guys racing outside of the Alter Boys
Car Club. I was a little nervous. I didn’t know what was
going to happen at the start line, was I going to stall it?
Was I going to crash into the flag girl? Was I going to
embarrass myself in front of these experienced drivers?
I was happy to have Eli as my pit crew and coach. I lined
up for my first ever race with Erin Crocker Evernham of
NASCAR fame, my husband stood by my car, making
adjustments as he said to me, “just go out there and run
it!” “Just have fun, Lis!” and man did I ever.
Erin got me in the first race, but now I knew what to
expect and I loved it. I came back all smiles and hooting
and hollering. I couldn’t get back in line fast enough.
We raced together again, and this time I would win.
Then Jennifer Sheets raced against me on her ’47 Harley
Davidson Knucklehead and I won again. I hadn’t raced
any of the guys until I asked Dean Osgood #867 running

Lisa English
Pittsfield, NH
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